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rumours

Oh no! it’s the last day!

And all of a sudden it’s Sunday... We tried to avoid this moment by adding
another day to the festival, but it seems to be impossible to skip
something like the last day... Dance, enjoy the market, don’t
forget to sample the food (burgers! soup! muffins and
cakes!), buy that drink for the cute red-haired dancer, ask
that barman for a dance, have the guts to tell that Portuguese
guy that you like the way he dances, hug Gozeweijn-therabbit (and ask him for a dance!), check out the Hedgehog
tent if you haven’t done so yet, complete your bingo card
and don’t wait for the last dance to do all the things you still
wanted to do! We are so happy you all came to Duiven and were
willing to join our festival and make lovely memories here with us!

not-so-silent disco and coins

*The silent disco has evolved from being silent to not-so-silent-disco because
people have found out it’s perfectly possible to sing along to the music. And
dance on the bar. And dance with random people whether they’re wearing
headphones or not.
*For those like me who wear dresses without pockets - the coins we use have a
whole in them. Find a piece of string, tie a knot in it and hey presto, you’ve got a
coin-string!

Sunday
workshop

Hedgehog tent

*Because one participant
claimed on Thursday
night ‘The only thing
that’s missing here is a
sauna’, the organisation
has kindly arranged this.
The open stage is, from
now on, sauna area.
Bring your own towel.
* The
dansstage
won’t
use any
of the
workshop
teachers
present at the
festival because
then people
will complain
again that the
workshopsare
to nice and it’s
too hard to
choose.

The only thing still missing in the hedgehog tent is a storytelling hour... If anyone wishes to set
this up before the festival comes to
an end, please
make a quiet
We
announcement.
the unwilling
Preferably
led by the unknowing
stories about
are doing the impossible
balloons and
for the ungrateful
hedgehogs and
We have done so much
foxes and owls,
for so long
of course.
with so little
That we are now capable
Only *one* workshop this Sunday, but a great chance
to do anything
with nothing
for all those people we had to disappoint earlier on:
So there...
there’ll be another BAGPIPE WORKSHOP
This one will start at noon - 12.00 - at the CCOG. No
(men’s toilet poetry)
need to bring your own bagpipe, we’ve got them for
you. Just sign in at the cash register if you want to join.

quotes

The illustrious room 501...

the best places to jam

*at your hotel room (room 501 seems to be the place
to be)
*in front of the town hall
*that one sunny spot in the grass
*right at the busiest spot in the ccog (maximum
exposure!)
*in the catering room - those people might like a bit of
music
*on the main stage (as one musician said, ‘hey, that’s
my *only* chance of ever getting onto that stage!)
*This Sunday: at the Open Stage room, apparently.
:)Be there and bring your
instrument!

*Henriette: ‘why can’t the whole world be like
CaDansa?’ Sander: ‘Because I don’t have enough
shirts for that’.
*Niels: ‘No, this morning I was Lennart. Now I’m
Judith’ (or: how to confuse your volunteers.)
*Lars: ‘Nothing beats cooling yourself down with
a banknote-fan’
*Louise, to bingo winner: ‘What was your
most difficult assignment?’ Winner:
‘finding out what kind of assignment that
‘s’ was - there was no ‘s’ on the list’.
*”Did you see those pumpkins near the
message board? And did you notice that
there seem to be fewer, but that there *is*
pumpkin soup on the menu now? “

cute notes
Technicians: “we tried to make a wireless connection to
the sound board, so we would never have to get up from
this couch again - but that hasn’t worked so far”

clothing swap

Have you found the message board already? Today is
your last day to leave nice messages, ask that barman
to dance with you and leave cute hedgehog drawings!

You know you’ve been at cadansa for too long when...
-your feet automatically avoid the cable-bump in the
corridor
-you’ve worked out the organisation’s favourite hedgehog-hiding spots
-you automatically get the right kind of bionade from
the barman
-you suddenly speak French even though you never learnt that language
-you’ve waken up more often in the tent than you can
remember
-you have tried all the six different soups and can give
an extensive positive review for them all.
-your feet hurt too much to dance so you stand, barefoot, on your dance partner’s feet instead.
-you stopped comparing this place to the Musketon.
-you don’t think you’ve been here for too long.

If you weren’t here last Thursday, you still have
a chance to get some nice new (and clean...)
clothes, because the clothes swap is here again!
Take a look at the open stage room (there might
be some jam session there as well...) and get a
nice new shirt, dress, pair of trousers or jacket!

sunday - programme
Main stage
13:00 Philippe Plard
15:00 Duo Thebaut
17:00 Naragonia
19:00 closing ceremony
20:00 time for sad goodbyes

open stage
Clothing swap!

